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1.0 ABSTRACT

The Crystal Ball detector has been used at the e+e"-storage ring
DORIS H to search for radiative transitions from the T(2S). The
data were taken between August 1962 until February 1984. Using
the inclusive photon spectrum from the hadronic decays of the
T(2S) three well resolved low energy lines are observed and their
energies are measured to be :

110.6 ± 0.8 ± 2.2 MeV

130.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.4 MeV

163.3 ± 1.5 ±2.7 MeV

The corresponding branching ratios are :

110 MeV : 5.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.0 %

131 MeV : 6.5 ± 0.6 ± 1.2 %

163 MeV : 3.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9 %

A fourth line around 430 MeV is interpreted äs the sum of two
Doppier broadened lines. The sum of the product branching
ratios for the transitions

T(2S)-»rl3p2,1-*r7T(lS) is found to be :

3.4 ± 0.7 ± 0.5 %

By clearly resolving all 3 low energy lines in the inclusive photon
spectrum from hadronic decays of the T(2S) a complete meas-
urement of the fine Splitting of the l'Ps.i.o states of the bE Sys-
tem has been made.

No other photon lines are observed with statistical significances
of more than 2.3 Standard deviations in the energy ränge 50-100
MeV giving an upper limit for branching ratios of 2.3 % (90 % c.l.).
In the ränge 450-850 MeV an upper limit of 0.7 % (90 % c.l.) is
obtained.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the T(1S) /HERB77/ and T(2S) resonance
/INNE77/ in the mass spectrum of dimuons produced in
proton-nucleon collisions at FermUab in Batavia,niinois(U.S.A.)
inspired an effort to produce these resonances also in electron
positron annihilation. The experiments PLUTO and DASP at the
e+e"-storage ring DORIS at DESY in Hamburg.Germany confirmed
the existence of the T(1S) resonance /BERG7B/,/DARD78/. Later
the DESY-Heidelberg detector (which replaced PLUTO) and DASP D
also observed and measured some of the properties of the
T(2S)/BffiN78/,/DARD78a/.

In 1979 the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) at Ithaca.New
York (U. S. A.) came into Operation and the 2 experiments
there.CUSB and CLEO.discovered another state.now called T(3S)
/BÖHR80/./ANDR80/.

The above mentioned resonances are interpreted äs bound aSi
states of the beauty quark (b) and the corresponding antiquark
(b). Later the T(4S) was found /ANDR80a/.FINOBO/ which lies just
above the threshold for the decay of the resonance into a BB"
meson pair /BEBE81/,/CHAD81/.

After the discovery of these states one started to look for transi-
tions between the 3Si states äs well äs transitions to other levels
(e.g.spj states) similar to the transitions seen in the charmonium
system /PART84/. Some of the possible transitions can be seen
from an expected level scheme of the bb system in Figure l on
page 3.

The dipion transition T(2S)-»7r+Tf~T(lS) was first observed by the
LENA-collaboration /NICZ81/ using the DESY-Heidelberg detector.
irJ-TT--transitions from the T(3S) to the T(2S) and T(1S) were found
by CUSB /MAGE81/ and CLEO /MUEL81/./GREE82/ at CESR.

The first direct evidence for 2>Pj states was reported by the
CUSB-group both in their inclusive photon spectrum/HAN082/
and the exclusive channel /EIGEB2/ :

T(3S)or T(2S)=^ or /i)

Introduction
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Figure 1. Expected lerel scheine and transitions between
bound bE states

In April 1983 the Crystal Ball experiment was moved from the
SPEAR storage ring at Stanford, California (U. S. A.) to the upgraded
DORIS D at DESY.

The Crystal Ball deiector is designed to provlde excellent energy
and angular resolution for photons with high detection efficiency
over nearly the entire solid angle. Thus it was hoped that the
detector could make a aimilar contribution to bE spectroacopy äs
it bad to cC apectroscopy /GAIS82/./OREG82/./RPAR80/. Here
-he detector had played an important role in measuring the
energies and radiative transition rates from the *' to the l*Pt,i,o
and the l'So.S'So itates.

In 1983 all 4 experiments at CESR and DORIS U reported reiults on
the radiative transitions from the T(2S) to the l*Pj «Utes in

Introduction

jnclusive photon spectra /KLOP83/./TUTS83/./SCHW83/./GALI83/
and the exclusive channel /PAUS83/ :

T(3S) -» 771*1- . leptons from T(1S)

While there was reasonable agreement on the energies of the Z
lines around 106 and 128 MeV no experiment was able to make &
statistically significant measurement of the expected third line
(CUSB : 2.5 Standard deviations.CLEO : < 2 .ARGUS 2.2 .Crystal Ball
no Signal). The line corresponding to the decay of the l"Po state
is expected to have a small radiative transition rate to the
T(1S)/NOVI76/ and is therefore difficult to see in the exclusive
channel T(2S)-»77l+l~,but it should be possible to observe it in the
inclusive photon spectrum.

A statistically more significant measurement (3.7 Standard devi-
ations) for a third line was given by the Crystal Ball collaboration
in March 1984 /IRI084/ based on preUminary results using a lim-
ited data sample.

So far no evidence has been found for other transitions from the
T(2S) with significant branching fractions.e.g. to the l*So or 2'Sj,
states.

In the following chapters Crystal Ball results on the inclusive
photon spectrum from hadronic decays of the T(2S) are pre-
sented for the füll data sample. The energies and branching
ratios for the photon lines corresponding to radiative transitions
from the T(2S) to the l'Pj states and from the l^j states to the
T(1S) are given. The results are compared with those of other
experiments and theoretical predictions.

Introduction



3.0 ELECTRON-POSITRON ANNIHILATION PROCESSES

In this chapter the fundamental e+e~-annihilation processes and
definitions which will be used Jäter on are introduced.

The most common processea in e*e"-annihilation are :

1. the purely electromagnetic pair production processes which
can be described by QED (Quantum Electrodynamics) :

e* e~ > -e* e~ (7)
e* e~ > u+ u~(y)
• •
e+ e- > 7 7 <7J

2. the resonant and non-resonant hadron production described
by QCD (Quantum Chromodynamics).

e* e~ > hadrons

3.1 ti~ and r-Pair Production

The fbnplest of all QED-reactions is the production of p- and
T-pair» and can be caiculated using the following Feynman dia-
gram :

The original electron und positron annihilate and form a virtual
photon which then materializes into a pair of leptons (JA*,r*).

The production cross section a is given by :

(D

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes

where ß is the velocity of the particle divided by the speed of
light at a c.m.s. energy Vs"and a is the fine structure constant.
At high c.m.s. energies (* 10 GeV) the mass of the muon can be
neglected.bence ß -* l and the formula simplifies to :

67.6 nb

3 S
(S in GeV) (2)

32 BHABHA SCATTERINGfe*e--»e*e-)

In addition to the annihilation Feynman diagram there is an
additional diagram which contributes to the cross section for
Uns process :

The differential cross section da/dfl rises steeply at small angles
to the beam. This process is used to measure the
Small-Angle-Bhabha luminosity (see "Luminosity Monitor").
Bhabhas are also used later on to calibrate the crystals (see "En-
ergy Calibration").

32.1 Luminosity

An important parameter to determine the performance of a stor-
age ring is the luminosity. If the numbers of particles per bunch
are nx and na.the rotation frequency f.the geometric cross sec-
tion of the beams q and the number of buncbes per beam b.then
the luminosity l is given by :

n(f b
(3)

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes



As the determination of the parameters is difficult {especially the
beam cross section), one uses a process with a high rate where
the cross section can be reliably calculated and measured. Such
a process are Bhabhas scattered under small angles to the beam
(see "Luminosity Monitor")- From a measured integrated
luminosity L=/ldt the cross section a for a reaction is given by :

(4)

where N is the number of events observed.corrected for the
measurement efficlency.

3.3 TWO PHOTON ANNffllUTION

Another annihllation process which can be described by QED is
the pair production of two real photons :

There are 2 Feynman diagrams because the S final state particles
are identical. As electrons and photons have the same behaviour
in the Crystal Ball (if one ignores the Charge Information),
photons from this reaction are also used for energy calibration.

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes

3.4 HADRON PRODUCTION

According to the quark model /GELL64/ hadrons are composed of
quarks. Mesons can be constructed from a quark-antiquark
combination (qq") while baryons consist of 3 quarks(qqq). For
every one of the 6 quarks(flavours) there is also an antiquark(q).
Every quark has spin 1/2 and a Charge of -1/3 for the flavours
d.s.b and 2/3 of the elementary Charge for the u.c and t quarks.
For every flavour there are 3 different colours.

3.4.1 Non-resonant Hadron Production -

The description of non-resonant production of hadrons is based
on 2 assumptions:

1. The virtual photon creates a quark-antiquark pair through a
purely electromagnetic interaction. This is simply the
reaction desribed for muons mentioned above with an addi-
tional factor, the square of the quark Charge Q,where Q is
given in units of the electron Charge.

2. All qq pairs materialize äs hadronsjree quarks cannot exist.

Two 2 jets of hadrons should be seen, meaning that the resulting
hadrons from the fragmentation are boosted in the direction of
the original quark with a limited transverse momentum to the
quark direction.

The cross section is given by :

a(e+e~-» qi
4traz (3 -

— ß(5)
3 S

where one sums over all possible flavours i at a certain energy
vS? The factor 3 accounts for the three possible 'colours' for
each flavour. The second assumption that all q$ combinations
decay into hadrons means that the cross section for hadron pro-
duction is the same äs for qq production.

= <r(e*e~-»hadrons)(6)

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes



The ratio of the hadron production cross section to tbe
asymptotic /*-pair cross section 1s called R and the advantage is
that the energy dependence cancels out:

ff(e+e~ •» hadrons)
(7)

For c.m.s. energies lar above a flavour threshold (Energy » 2
times the quark mass) this becomes :

R = E3Qi(8)

3.5 RESONANCE PRODUCTION

At certain c.m.s. energies a quark and antiquark form a bound
state (resohance). The System is held together by the colour
force mediated by vector gluons in a fashion analogous to the
electromagnetic force for atoms or positronium.which is a Sys-
tem of an electron and a positron (bound by a virtual photon).
qq" states are refered to äs quarkonia (charmonium for c5 and
bottomonium for bE). In contrast to photons gluons carry a so
called charge.the colour Charge.

The experimentally found OZI(Okubo,Zveig,Uzuka)-rule/OKU663/
says that decays where the original quark and antiquark appear
in tbe final «täte are broad while states where the q and Q have
to annihilate are narrow (e.g. the T(1S)).

OZI-suppressed decays should occur via intermediate gluons
leading to small total widths. The roinimum number of gluons
(which will decay into hadrons) allowed by conservation laws for
states which have the same quantum numbers äs a photon are
three :

hadrons

hadrons

hadrons

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes

One intermediate gluon is not allowed äs the produced hadrons
carry no colour Charge. Two are ruled out because a spin l state
cannot decay into Z massless gluons of spln l (this would violate
parity conservation rules). One expects three Jets from the
fragroentation of the 3 gluons which should look somewhat dif-
ferent from the 2-jet ctructure for the non-resonant hadron
production.

OZI-allowed decays occur above the fiavour threshold where the
original q and Q appear in the final stat« ,e.g.T(4S)-»Bß where B is
a meson carrying the flavour beauty /BEBE81/./CHAD61/ :

3,5.1 Quantum numbers of the bE levela

The quantum numbers of the bE levels are a consequence of the
spin 1/2 nature of the quark and antiquark. They are denoted by
J.the total angular momentum of the meson,P the parity
P=(-I)L*1 and C the Charge parity C-(-l)M for spin S and Orbital
angular momentum L. In spectroscopic notation the states are
labelled by ntt+ll«j with the radial quantum number n.

Orbital angular momentum L=0 leads to vector(triplet) states
n'Si where the spins of the quarks are parallel (e.g. the J/*,T(1S))
and to pseudoscalar(singlet) states n'Spfc.g. the so called tje in
the charmonium System) where the spins are anti parallel. The
resonance having the smallest mass (e.g.T(lS)) is consldered to
be the ground state and the T(2S).T(3S)... are tbe radially eicited
states.

Some of the expected properties of the more easily produced
states are discussed below.

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes10



3.5.2 3S. States

The 3Si states have an orbital angular momentum of L=0 and odd
parity and Charge conjugation and can therefore be produced
directly in e+e~-annihilation äs they have the same quantum
numbers äs a photon.

3.5.3 'P»...n States

The "Pj states have an orbital angular momentum of L«=l. even
parity and Charge conjugation. This means that they cannot be
produced directly in e*e~-annihilation but can be reached by
radiative transitions from higher lying *Si states. The *Pj states
are thought to decay hadronically via gluon annihilation or by a
radiative decay into lower lying *Si states. In Iowest order QCD
the 0++ and 2+* can decay via 2 gluon emission.whereas the 1++
must emit 3 ghions or a gluon-quark-antiquark combination
/KRAS70/.

The decays "[(ZS^iPPi proceed in Iowest order via electric
dipole(El)-transitions. For an El-transition the angular distrib-
ution W(6) of the photon with respect to the beam axis is of the
form :

2*Si - 7l*Po : »(O)« l + cos*6

23S1 -* 71"?! : W(e)« l - 1/3 cosEe

For the the J=l,2 state« higher multipole tenns could also con-
tribute but are expected to be small /BROV76/.

The radiative transitions between the *St and *Pj states can be
seen in decays of the exclted *Si states äs discrete lines in the

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes

photon spectra from either hadronic events or exclusive decay
channels. In principle it should be possible to distinguish
between the different spins by means of the angular distribution
of the photons. Unfortunately in inclusive searches the lines
reside on a large background. Therefore one can expect spin
assignments only from exclusive searches.

3.5.4 'S* States

The 'So states have Jpc=sO~+ and can be reached from the *Si
states via radiative M l (spin flip)-transitions. They are supposed
to lie below their corresponding vector states but the expected
branching ratlos are below the sensitivity of this experiment
(«10-*) /FRIDB4/.

3.5.5 'P. States

These states have Jpc=l+~. Because of the odd C-parity they can-
not be reached from 3Sj states by photon transitions. As yet no
1Pi state has been discovered either in the charmonium or in the
bottomonium System. Their mass is expected to be about the
same äs the centre of gravity for the corresponding *Pj states. A
possible transition to reach them is via 2 pions but if the mass
difference between 3Si and the 'Pj state is less than twice the
n-mass it cannot be reached.

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes12



3.6 POTENTIAL MODELS

In order to calculate the posiüon of levels.the Splittings and
El'transition rates a potential for the colour force bas to be pos-
tulated. The potential should be flavour independent to describe
both the cC and bB family.

hi most calculations the bound qq System is described by a
non-relativistic Schrödinger equation assuming that the quarks
are sufficiently heavy The forces acting between the quarks are
approximated by a steeply rising attractive potential at short
distances. Here the force can be represented by single-gluon
exchange. A linear term is added to ensure quark confinement
at long ranges äs there should be no free quarks :

V«.(r) =
3 r

kr(9)

where a, is the strong coupling constant and r is the mean radi-
us of the System, k is a constant whicb bas to be determined.

The potentials are of the form :

V(r) = VMB(r) + V, + Vz * V3

Vi.Vg and V3 are relativistic corrections to the non relativistic
potential Vm where V^spin-orbit coupling), VE(spin-spin coupl-
ing) and V3(tensor force) are responsible for the fine Splitting
and hyperfine Splitting of triplet and singlet states.

The experimental results obtained in the charmonium system
can be used to fix the parameters of the potential if flavour
independence is assumed. Various forms of the potential have
been proposed (/BHAN78/./EICH80/./MART80/, /QUIG77/ and
/RICH79/). Which potential describes the data best can be
determined by experiments. Unfortunately the bB system is not
heavy enough to probe the very short distance behaviour of the
potential ( < 0.1 fm ) to discriminate among the different
approaches. In the ränge of the T(1S).T(2S) all potentials show a
similar behaviour äs can be seen from Figure 2 where the values
of the different potentials are plotted äs a function of their mean
radius r.

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes13
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,4:/EICHöO/,This figure is taken from /BUCH81/

3.6.1 Predictions for the Masse» of theStates

In general the masses of the *Pt*i.o states are given by the expec-
tation values for the spin-orbit coupling (L-S) and the tensor
force (Sie) :

(10)

(H)

a <L-S> + b

with the centre of gravity MMI given by :

2J+1

where Mj are the masses for the different total angular momenta
J of the states.

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processe*14



Using the <L-S> and <S«> äs given in /MCCL83/ the masses of
the ^Pe.i.0 become :

(12)

By knowing the fine Splitting of the "Pj states one can determine
how the tensor force influences tbe fine structure Splitting or if
it is needed at all to describe it (b=0).

= Mco, + a - 2/5 b
»(»P,) = M«,« - a + 2 b

- 2a - 4 b

The ratio of the level Splittings 3PB-3Pi and
there is no tensor force assumed.

i- *Po should be 2 if

Electron-Positron Annihilation Processes15

40 EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

4.1 DORIS 11

DORIS was originally designed äs a double storage ring with one
ring on top of the other and 2 interaction regions where
electrons and positrons coüided. In 1976 DORIS was operated äs a
single ring machine using only the upper ring and increasing the
the maximum centre of mass energy from 7 to 10.2 GeV to be
able to measure in the T(1S) and T(2S) energy ränge /DORI79/.

In order to allow measuring higher bE resonances with higher
luminosity DORIS H was planned, constructed and came into
Operation in April 1962 This included the removal of one of the
rings .modifications of the bending magnets and the Installation
of mini-beta quadrupole magnets (strong focussing magnets)
which had to be integrated into the detectors very close to the
interaction regions. The maximum energy is now 11.2 GeV. Aver-
aged over longer periods of Urne an integrated luminosity of 600
nb'1 per day has been achieved with peaks around 1000 nb~'/day
at 10 GeV with currents around 30 mA /NESE63/. The Z Inter-
action regions are occupied by the ARGUS (south) and the
CRYSTAL BALL detector (north side) äs one can see from Figure 3
where DORIS II is shown with its injection Systems and exper-
iments.

Figure 3. DORIS II with its injection System (DESY and P1A)
and its experiments Crystal Ball and ARGUS

Experimental Layout16



4.g CRYSTAL BALL

The CRYSTAL BALL detector is best suited to resolve photon Unes
in energy ranges from a few HeV up to several GeV with good
energy resolution of tr(E)/E - 2.7 % / *VI~ (E in GeV). As a
non-magnetic detector it cannot measure the znomenta of
charged particles except for electrons which depont almost all of
their energy in the ball at DORIS II energies. It should be noted
that in the following electrons always refers to electrons and
positrons because they cannot be distinguished by their
behaviour in the energy detector. It is possible to check if a par-
ticle was charged but not to determine the sign of the Charge.

The detector was operated at the e*e~-storage ring SPEAR at
SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator Centre) at Stanford.California
(U.S.A.) from fall 1978 until the end of 1981 to look for photon
transitions between bound cC stetes. Then it was decided to
move the experiment to DESY (Deutsches Elektronen
Synchrotron) in Hamburg.Gennany to do a similar spectroscopy
for the bS resonances. Several parts of the apparatus had to be
rearranged and modified and new ones were put in. The layout of
the most important components can be seen in Figure 4 and
they will be described in the following sections.

NoUTl)
Tubt Chomters

Monitor
im

Figure 4. The main components of the Crystal Ball at
DORIS U

Experimental Layout17

4.2.1 Energy Detector

The Nal(Tl) is the central component of the Crystal Ball detector.
Its purpose is to measure the energy and directions of photons
resulting from e+e~-annihilations occurring at the centre of the
detector. The segmented spherical shell consists of 678 optically
isolated thallium doped sodium iodide crystals. It has an inner
radius of 25 cm and an outer one of 66 cm.

This corresponds to 15.7 radiation lengths for showering particles
(photons.electrons) which typically deposit their energy in
several crystals with a very Symmetrie shpwer pattern.

For strongly interacting particles (n*,K*,p) this corresponds to
approximately one nuclear absorption length of Nal(Tl). This
results in about 2/3 of the final state hadrons interacting with
other nuclei in the detector. They initiale a hadronic shower
much of which leaks out the rear of the crystals so that an accu-
rate energy measureraent cannot be made. The distribution of
energy deposited by charged hadrons in the Nal(Tl) peaks around
210 MeV due to non-interactmg minimum ionizing charged parti-
cles and has a long tail towards higher energies due to nuclear
interactions.

A disadvantage in using NaI is that it is hygroscopic and cannot
be exposed to air äs this would irreparably damage its optical
properties. Therefore the crystals are hermetically sealed in two
hemispherical Containers to protect them from water vapour in
the atmosphere. In addition all the components of the detector
displayed in Figure 4 are inside a 'dryhouse' where the air is kept
at a constant and very low humidity.

4.2.2 Geometry and Jargon

The basic principle for the construction of the Crystal Ball is an
icosahedron. Each of the 20 faces (called 'major triangles') is
subdivided into 4 smaller 'minor triangles' which in turn are
made up by 9 individual crystals (or modules) äs can be seen in
Figure 5. Their vertices are projected back onto the sphere to
make up the final geometry. This would add up to 780 crystals
but 46 had to be removed in order to accommodate the beam
pipe which leaves 336 crystals for each of the Z hemlspheres.

Experimental Layout18



BALL
GEOMETRY AND JARGON

"MAJOR TR i ANGLE'

MINOR
TRI ANGLE'

eo

INDIVIDUAL "MOOULES"
OR "CHYSTALS"

* 720

•EOUATOR"

•"TUNNEL REGION"

Figure 5. CB geometry and nomenclature (from /OREG60/)

The ball covers 93 % of the füll solid angle.

The sphericat coordinale System of the detector is taken so that
the positron direction defines the positive z-axis. The x-axis
points to the centre of the ring. The polar angle is denoted by 6
and the azimuthal angle by +.

Experimental Layout19

Tunnel raodules' refers to the first layer of erystals surrounding
the beain pipe; 'equator Ciystols' are those adjactnt to the
x -z-plune.

Further details of the covtstruction can be found in /CHAN78/
and /OREG80/

423 Endcaos

In order to enlarge the solid angle for particle detection in the
tunnel regions additionel NaI erystals were used. The endcap
configur&tion used at SPEAR had to be rearr&nged for DORIS II to
accommodate the minibt-ta quadrupole magnets. 20 erystals in
cac h tunn<4 region improve the solid angle from 93 to 90 % of 4n.
For showering particlcs coming from the interaction region they
have a depth of 3-9 radiatioii lengths of NaI. These erystals are
not used for the energy measurement of photons in this analysis
bt>causo of their short depth in radiation lengths.

424 Tube chambers

Instde the cavity of the be.ll is the inner detector to detec-t
charged partictes using 3 double layers of drift tubes with Charge
division readoul.. The first and second layer each consisted of
2-eO tubes wbile the ouler one hus 2*160.

In spring 1983 the inner 2 double layers irere replaced by a new
sei of 2*64 tubes for the inner and 2*76 for the middle layer. The
3 double layers cover the total angular ränge in 4 and 98.96 and
75 % of the füll solid angle (for both chamber configurations).
The angular resolution is 1-2 ° in * and in z it amounts to to
1-2 % of the active lengths which are 68.6,53.3 and 35.6 cm
respectively /HORI84/.

The detection efficiency for charged particles is very dependent
on the Hardware performance of the tubes (e.g broken wires and
amplifiers). For the third chamber by itself the detection effi-
ciency varied between 85 % for the beginning of the datataking
and 50 % near the end.
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The probability that a photon coming from the interaction region
at an angle perpendicular to the beamline is misidentified äs a
charged particle is given by the probability that a photon con-
verts to an electron-positron pair in the beam pipe (1.7 %) or the
first two layers of tubes (1.3 (2.5) X for each of the old (new)
chambers). In addition they have to be detected by the outer
chamber. In the following the total probability for detection of
the conversion will be called conversion probability. The number
used in this analysis (see "Photon Detection Efficiency") is
obtalned by integrating the conversion probability over the solid
angle which is covered by the third chamber taking into account
the luminosity weighted conversion probability for the two differ-
ent chamber configurations and the measured chamber
efficiencies. The calculated conversion probability is 4.6 ± 0.4 %.

4.2.5 Luminosity Monitor

Another pari, of the detector which bad to be rearranged for
DORIS n is the luminosity monitor which monitors the perform-
ance of the storage ring. The integrated Small-angle-Bhabha
luminosity (SAB) is calculated by dividing the number of found
Bhabhas by the well known QED cross section for Bhabha scatter-
ing integrated over the geometric acceptance of the counter (us-
ing Eq.(4) ).

The monitor is mounted above and below the beam pipe just out-
side the ball in symmetrical positions to the interaction region to
pick up Bhabhas at small polar angles with a high counting rate
due to their steeply rising cross section towards the beam. There
are 4 telescopes with scintillation counters to define the accept-
ance of the monitor followed by a shower counter made of
lead-scintillator sandwich. Bhabhas are counted by a coinci-
dence in 2 diagonally opposite counters.

The SAB-luminosity was used in this analysis only to check the
Large-angle-Bhabha luminosity (LAB) which was measured by
selecting Bhabhas at larger polar angles which hit the NaI of the
ball itself. From Figure 6 one can see that the 2 luminosity
measurements agree quite reasonably. The ratio between LAB-
and SAB-luminosity is O.S7 ± 0.03.
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Figure 6. Ratio of LAB- and SAB-luminosity

4.2.6 Time-of-Flight System (TOF)

The Time-of-Flight System did not exist in the SPEAR configura-
tion of the Crystal Ball. 1t consists of 94 scintillation counters
which cover 50 % of the solid angle of the upper hemisphere.
They are mounted outside the walls of the dryhouse. The TOF
system is needed to distinguish between cosmic ray particles and
those originating from the interaction region (e.g. /t-pairs). The
counters are equipped to record the position of hits and their
relative timing to hits in the ball.

This part of the detector has been used in this analysis to select
/i-pairs needed later on to develop cuts on the lateral shower
energy distribution (see "Photon Selection") but not for the
inclusive ?-analysis itself.
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50 DATA ACQUISITION

5.1 DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY DEPOSITED IN A CRYSTAL

The energy deposited in a crystal is proportional to the NaI light
output which is recorded by a photomultiplier tube. The result-
ing analog pulses frora the crystals are fed to the CB-control
room where they are 'integraled' in the Integrale and Hold mod-
ules' which hold the Charge of the pulses on capacttors until they
are consecutively monitored by a 13-bit ADC (Analog to Digital
Converter with 6192 channels). This Information is read out by
an online Computer (PDP 11/T55) and then stored on disk or
tape. See /CHAN78/ and /CHES79/ for more details on the hard-
ware.

The behaviour of this whole hardware chain should be linear with
energy over a wide ränge (.05 - 6500 MeV ). To enlarge the
dynamic ränge each photomultiplier Signal is digitized in Z dif-
ferent channels. The high energy channel (HEC) measures ener-
gies in the ränge 0-6500 MeV whereas the low energy channel
(LEG) is amplified by a factor of 20 and covers the energy ränge
of 0 - 330 MeV If one assumes proportionality.one can relate the
measured pulse height Hj and deposited energy Et by :

E, = S, ( HI - P, )(13)

where Pt is the pedestal (the value recorded by the ADC when
there was no energy deposited in the crystal) and St the
proportionality constant (slope) for a crystal i.

In order to completely determine the energy deposited in a crys-
tal one thus has to know 4 constants which are found in a cali-
bration procedure : the attenuation factor (gain ratio) of HEC to
LEC.the 2 pedestals and the slope for one of the channels which
automatically gives the slope for the other channel using the
gain ratio.
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52 ENERGY CAUBRATION

To ensure slability of the energy measurements and to determine
the four above mentioned constants, the crystals are calibrated
every 2 weeks (during periods when data are taken) by 3 different
methods at 3 different energies :

1. 13*Cs-source calibration using photons of E, = 0.66 MeV

2. Van-de-Graaff (VdG) calibration using photons from the
reaction :

- ieO'+a

where the excited ieO' emits a photon of E, = 6.13 MeV A
small Van-de-Graaff generator supplies 340 keV protons to
excite the Neon resonance /HRK79/.

3 Bhabha calibration at beam energy (*" 5 GeV)

The first step is to determine the pedestals by studying the pulse
heights in a crystal for a small portion of the data sample when
no positive signal is seen.

The gain ratios are taken from crystals which had less than 330
MeV deposited energy so that the low energy channel should not
overflow.

To complete the calibration it is necessary to measure the slope
for either the high or the low energy channel for each crystal.
This is done by special calibration runs with the Cs-source or the
Van-de-Graaff generator when there are no beams in DORIS H.

A preliminary estimate of the LEC slope is made by using the 661
keV photon line from a l37Cs-source. For each crystal the posi-
tion of the photon line in the LEC pulse height spectrum is fitted
to determine the slope using Eq.(13) - This results in an energy
resolution of about 25 % (FWHM) for the 661 keV y-line. A second
and more accurate determination of the LEC-slopes is made by
using photons supplied by the VdG generator.

A significant fraction of the Cs-calibration events deposit almost
all of their energy in a single crystal. For higher energies (al-
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ready for the VdG photons) small amounts of energy leak into
neighbouring crystals. So an iterative procedure (starting with
the Cs constants) using the sum of the energies in 4 modules
instead of only the central one must be used to obtain the
slopes. These slopes give an energy resolution of 15 % FWHM at
6 13 MeV.

The final slopes are obtained with the Bhabha calibration. It
takes about two weeks (dependent on the performance of DORIS)
to collect about 100000 Bhabhas needed to calibrate the detector
properly. Here the HEC-slopes are detennined. Again leakage
into neighbouring crystals has to be taken care of by using 13
crystals to determtne the slopes in an iterative procedure. This
time the VdG constants are used for the first Iteration.

The Bhabha calibration gives an energy resolution of 4.2±1.0 %
FWHM at 5014 MeV /MASC84/. If one comparus thrse numbers
with the expected resoluüon of <r(E)/E = 2.7 % / *V^ (E in GeV)
one notices that it follows the E3/4 behaviour but that the resol-
ution is better than expected because one selects only very clean
calibration events. Further äetails on the calibration procedure
can be found in /SffiV85/,/MASC64/

However there are important consequences if this calibration
procedure assumes a linear relationship between digitized value
for the Signal and the energy deposited in that crystal using
energies far above and below the mean energies usually meas-
ured for particles in the ball of about 200 MeV :

1) The invariant -yy-mass distributions for the TT° and 77 (see "Sys-
tematic Error on the Energies") are observed to lie systemat-
ically lower than their established values /PART84/. The same is
true for the masü difference T(2S)-T(1S) in Ihe exclusive cascade
transitions

T(2S)-»TrV-»T(lS) and

T(2S)-»73P-»')7T(lS),where the T(1S) decays into 2 leptons
/BROC84/

which indicates that perhaps the relationship between pulse
beight and slope might not be quite äs linear äs it is
parametrized in Eq.(13) •
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2) Also the calibration is made for a Z week running period and
fluctuations in the performance of the apparatus on the order of
a few hours are averaged over by the Bhabha calibration and
probably entirely missed by the Van-de-Graaff calibration which
is taken when there are no beams in DORIS U.

One knows this from triggers at random beain crossings which
have energies deposited in the ball of typlcally a few MeV and up
to 100 MeV.

What one would like to have to calibrate the NaI in this analysis
are photons in the energy ränge of 100 to.500 MeV. Unfortunately
there are no monochromatic y-sources of this energy available
without large efforts.

Additional checks on the stability of the calibration of each mod-
ule can be obtained by periodically sending pulses of light from a
Xenon flash lamp to each phototube via fibre optic cables and a
light-emitting diode wbich is mounted in front of the
photomultiplier tube to detect sudden changes in the hardware
chain.

5.3 TRIGGER SYSTEM

Every time the electron and positron bunches meet in the inter-
action region (bunch crossing) it is necessary to make a fast
decision if there are e*e~-annihilation events of a desired type.
Therefore a set of triggers is used. The idea is to sum energies
(analog pulse heights) from major and minor triaogles and
decide from these energy sums and/or symmetry and/or multi-
plicity requirements of combinations of triangles if one wants to
further analyze these events.

Two independent Systems are used to trigger the experiment in
coincidence with the bunch crossing Signal. One is composed of
compact TTL-.the other of modular NDi-logic. The main triggers
used for this analysis are the 'total energy triggers' which have
the same requirements for both trigger Systems. They sum the
pulse heights of all 20 major triangles not counting the endcaps
and tunnel modules. Events are accepted if they have more than
1800 MeV total energy. In addition there is a set of triggers which
were used to select special physics events Uke muon
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pairs.Bhabhas or the exclusive cascade channel T(8S)-*7yll
(leptons from the decay of the T(1S)) which will not be discussed
here.

Together with other Information about an event like tube cham-
ber hits.different timing signals.triggers etc. the digitized ener-
gies are wriiten to tape. These 'raw data' are shipped to SLAC
and 'produced' there äs explained in the next section.
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6.0 FRODUCTION OF DATA

'Production' of data means that individual Information like pulse
heights from tubes and crystals are used to produce a coherent
picture of an event. After a 6 stage 'Standard analysis' procedure
äs described below.the position of hits in the tube chambers and
calibrated energies for the crystals are available. Furthermore
particles are identified on the basis of the Charge
inforroation.shape of their shower deposition and energy. Track
always refers to a charged or a neutral energy deposition.

These data are then used for the further physics analysis and
they are send back to DESY and other collaborating institutions.

6. l STANDARD ANALYSIS

The 6 different stages of the Standard analysis are described in
this section under the names used in the offline analysis and
described e.g. in /GAIS82/./HORI84/./OREG80/, or /RPAR84/.

6.1.1 ENERGY-Step

The energies of all crystals are computed from the pulse heights
measured by the ADC. The conversion is done by multiplying with
the slope determined by the Bhabha calibration alter subtracting
the pedestals using Eq.(13) .

6.1.S CONREG-Step

CONREG Stands for 'Connected Region1 (CR) which is a group of
crystals touching each other with at least an edge having an
energy exceeding a threshold of 10 HeV. A connected region can
be seen easily by looking at an enlarged part of a 'Fiat Display' of
an event (Figure 7). Here the ball is cut along the boundaries of
its major triangles and unfolded. Each crystal is projected äs a
small triangle with the energy inscribed (in MeV).
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Figure 7. Fiat display sbowing 2 connected regions with
the bump module denoted äs a *.

6.1.3 BUMPS-Step

A bump is a maximum of local energy depoaition in a connected
region (see Figure 7). The bump discriminator algorithm deter-
mines the number of particles In each connected region. First
the roost energetic module is picked out and each crystal of that
connected region is then tested if it can be explained äs a prob-
able ihower fluctuation of this 'bump module'. This is done by an
empirically found envelope function which depends on the energy
of the bump module and the distance between it and the candi-
date crystal. If all of the crystals of the connected region cannot
be flagged äs originating from this shower the remainlng ones
undergo the sarae procedure until all of them are assigned to a
bump.
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The discriminator is somewhat biased against Unding additional
bumps unless there is clearly an exceas of energy well aeparated
from the already existlng bumps. This bias prevents interacting
charged particles which can have irregulär shower patterns from
creating spurious bumps.

6.1.4 CHGTKS-Step

hi this step the tube chamber Information \M decoded and one
tries to find charged particle trajectories not using the Informa-
tion from the ball. These interactlon-regton-tracks (K-tracks)
fix the z-position of the event vertex assuming x»y«0. m a Sec-
ond stage it tags' additional charged tracks by matchlng hits in
the chambers with bumps in the Crystal Ball proper. Any bump
which is not caused by a charged particle is assumed to be
caused by a photon.

6.1.4.1 Tagging

In this analysis a different algorithm for 'tagging' charged parti-
cles ia used so that the Information from CHGTKS if a track is
called charged or neutral is not used. This algorithm tries to
find äs many charged particles äs possible in order to have only
clean neutral particles. It uses the Information from the tube
chamber hits in * and z. A xt-probability is calculated from the
difference in the Position from a Ifne connecting the centre of
the module in question with the event vertex and the hits in the
tube chambers. The total Charge probabllity is the product of
the individual probabilities converted into a confidence level for
the 6 layers. The ränge is from 0 to l.where l means most prob-
ably a charged track whereas 0 means most likely neutral. A
distribution of the tagging probabilities using hadronic events
can be seen in Figure 6.
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Tagging values for tracks from hadronic
events. 0 means most likely neutral, l
charged.For the inclusive 7-analysis a value of
less than 0.02 is uaed to find neutral particles

The decision whether one wants to call a track charged can be
varied by using different cutoffs for the Charge probability.
There are two different ones :

1. The Charge probability for a bump module

2.The Charge probability for a connected region. It is simply
the highest probability from all individual crystals of the
connected region.

Unfortunately not all of the charged particles are detected and
show up at energies peaking around 210 MeV (punchthrough) with
a long tail towards higher energies. Among several reasons there
are :
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An incorrectly reconstructed z-vertex which is calculated
from the chamber hits causing the tracks to tilt so much
that they cannot be correlated with an energy deposition
anymore.

A wide shower from decays of charged hadrons where the
point of entry of the primary particle in the ball and the
bulk of the deposited energy cannot be associated anymore
with each other.

Low efficiency of the tube chambers because of broken wires
or amplifiers.

To exclude the above mentioned cases in this analysis the Charge
probability for the connected region is used to make sure that
there is no charged track polnting anywhere near the photon
candidate.

6.1.5 ESORT-Step

The pattern of an energy deposition contains a lot of Information
about the direction of a photon. This routine makes use of it to
assign measured energies to the different bumps and to find the
directions for the neutral tracks. For this purpose the bump
module is subdivided into 16 hypothetical submodules. The
observed energy distribution in the bump module and its
neighbouring crystals 1s compared to an expected distribution
assuming that the photon impacted at this submodule centre. In
an iterative procedure the submodule which minimizes the dif-
ference between observed and expected energy distribution is
found for that bump and the direction cosine for this submodule
will then be used äs the direction of the photon. Using this or
similar methods the Crystal Ball has achieved an angular resol-
ution for photons of a = 30 - 50 mrad with a slight energy
dependence /GAIS82/.

6.1.5.1 Energy of a Cluster

The energy of a particle is determined in this analysis by using
the E13-algorithm(£l3) instead of ESORT. It uses the fixed pat-
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tern of 12 crystals surrounding the bump module äs can be «een
in Figure 9. In some casea where the bump module is at a major
triangle vortex only H additional cryatals are involved.

E13

Bumpmodule

Figure 9. Summing conventions for E1.E4 and E13»£l3

This method does not try lo unscramble overlapping showers äs
ESORT does (see /RPAR84/for ESORT). It is therefore much sim-
pler and does not need shower functions and fine tuning of
Parameters which depend on the environment of the cluster in
question. E13 systematically underestimates the energy of
electroroagnetic showers by neglecting «* 2.2 % of energy distrib-
uted outside the £13. On the other band it overestimates
energies if two bump modules are too dose to eacb other so that
the El3-energies overlap and some energy is counted more than
once. To prevent energies being shared by more than one parti-
cle in the selection of the inclusiye photon spectrum an overlap
cut of 30 ° is used.

Another correction is the position correction which adjusts the
energy by estimating the impact of a particle in a crystal relative
to the centre because showers near the centre have a better
light propagation in the crystal than those near the edges of
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crystalB due to loss of light in the paper which opUcally isolates
the crystals from each other.

Using this aigorlthm an energy resolution of ff(E)/E « 2.7 % / *V*E~
(E in GeV) is achieved for clearly separated photons in a hadronic
environment.

6.1.6 TFANAL-Step

This step is new for DORIS n data äs it produces the Information
for the Time-of-Füght system. It computes the position of hits in
the counters and the thne difference between the bunch crossing
and hits in the counters. Then it tries to match tracks with
these hits.
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7.0 HADRONIC EVENT SELECTION

For the inclusive photon analysis one uses hadronic events which
make up the major part of the decays of the T(2S),T(1S) and ^j
states. Unfortunately raost of the triggers on raw data tape are
not of that type. As one can see from the total energy distrib-
ution in Figure 10 for the final sample of hadronic events and for
one raw data tape.only - 2 % of all taken triggers are hadronic
events.

11000

«00
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IHM
Tottl EMTO (IfcT)

Figure 10. Total energy distribution for all triggers from l
raw data tape (top) compared with the
distribution for the final hadron sample

One can see a lot of high energetic events around 10 GeV corre-
sponding to Bhabhas and the main part of the triggers towards
the low energetic side of the distribution which are mainly cos-
mics and beam-gas events. Hadrons are found between these
two dominant peaks.
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The main sources of background are cosmic muons.QED-events
like e*e~-» ^*^'(y),e*e~(y),fY(y), T+r~(7),two photon events and
of course beam related background like beam-gas and
beam-beam pipe interactions. Most of these background sources
can be removed by energy.multiplicity and/or symmetry
requirements for an event äs done in the hadronic event
selectioh process. Small contributlons due to rr-events with
higher multiplicities are hard to remove äs they look very similar
to hadronic events.

A non-removable background are hadronic events produced in
non-resonant production which cannot. be separated from the
hadronic decays of a resonance.

The original hadron selection program which has been used in
the ^-energy region /GA1S82/ was scaled to T-energies but for
DORIS II running there were additional problems which were not
so crucial for SPEAR data taking : The beam related background
was much higher and harder to identify due to higher currents in
the machine. Another difficulty for the bB resonances is that the
ratio of hadronic decays from resonance and continuum is
reduced by at least a factor of 35. For the T(2S) the Signal to
background ratio is about l : l and for the T(1S) roughly 3:1 äs
can be seen in Figure 11.

So in a another selection one tried to isolate hadronic decays
with äs few background events äs possible. This lowered the effi-
ciency to select hadronic events compared to the above men-
tioned program slightly but also removed a sizeable amount of
beam related background.

The selection programs were developed and tuned mainly by look-
ing at separated beam data which are taken when the electron
and positron beams are separated by a small distance so that
they do not collide in the interaction regions. From these data
one expects only beam related background and cosmics.

The hadronic events are identified in the production process and
fl&gged to be written to special tapes later on.
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Typical resonance curves for the T(1S) and T(2S)
resonance (bottom).The drawn curves are
Gaussian line shapes with radiative corrections
/JACK75/ to determine the energy öl the
resonances

Diacussed below ia the hadron selection program dereloped for
DORIS H running. The following cuts to select hadronic events
can already be done after the ENERGY step :

1. The total measured energy in the ball, includlng the endcaps
Bhould be more than 10 % of the centre of mass energy.
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2.

3.

This cut especially reraoves cosmics and /i-patr eventa which
deposit typically 200 - 500 UeV in the ball äs they are mainly
minimum ionizing particles.

The ratio of energy in the tunnel crystals compared with the
energy in the whole ball should be leaa than 50 % and the
ratio of endcap energy to the total energy ahould be below
40 %.

The energy measurement in thos« regioni of the detector ia
not very reliable äs there are only a few radiation lengths of
NaI in the endcaps.

This should remove beam related background events which
generally have large energy depoaitiona in directiona close to
the beam.

A very effective cut in removing beam related and cosmic ray
events is a 2-dimensional cut in the vector energy sum ß and
the transverse energy Etrus of an event. £ is defined äs

E EBr„ / E«•u(U)

As the Crystal Ball cannot measure momenta of particles.
energy vectors are used by summing over the energies E» of
all existing crystals n of the ball uslng the unit vector rn of
the centre of the module to determine the direction. This
sum is normalized to the total observed'energy in the bau
EB»u- H all the particles were photons or electrons and all of
their energy were deposited in the ball this vector sum
should be 0 due to energy and momentan* conservation.

The transverse energy Etm» ia the sum of the absolute values
of the energy vectors projected into the x-y plane (trans-
verse to the beam ) and normalized to the c.m.s. energy

sine« / >/s"(15)

The usefulness of this cut can be seen in Figure 12 which
shows the removal of beam related and cosmic ray back-
grounds with the cuts indicated by comparing separated
beam and colliding beam data.
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Figur« 12. Transverse Energy against vectorsum \ß\f an
event: On top is the distribution for separated
beam data.on the bottom for colliding beam
data.The cuts used are indicated äs Unes.

The following cuts are used to discriminate against high
energetic QED background like Bhabhas and real /y-events
and can be raade after the CONREG- or BUMPS-stages.

The requirements are :

4. There should be at least 4 connected regions . Bhabhas typi-
cally have 2-4 connected regions but only a few radiative
ones have

5. more than 3 connected regions with more than 100 MeV in
the ball.
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To further reduce the background especially of radiative QED
events one requires that :

6. at most one connected region may have an energy greater
than 80 % of the beam energy but if there is one. the total
energy in the ball should be less than 75 % of the centre of
mass energy.

7. The last requirement is tbat there must be at least 3 bumps
in the ball within Icos 6l < 0.85.

H should be noted that no Information from the tube chambers
is used in this hadronic event aelection and that only candidates
which survive this selection process will be further investigated
for the inclusive photon analysia.

An example of a flat display of a hadronic event is displayed in
Figure 13. One can see the hexagonal openings in the tunnel
regions where the energies deposited in the endcaps are indi-
cated and a rather Symmetrie pattern for the -deposited energies
clustering in certain areas of the ball.

The hadronic data samples used for this analysis contain all data
taken until the end of February 1984. The number of events and
luminosities are listed in table 1:

C.M.S. Energy
(GeV)

T(1S) ( 9.46)
T(2S) (10.02)

9.98

Hadrons
/ 1000

104.1
338.2
13.1

Luminosity
(Pb-1)

10.2
60.6
4.6

Resonance
/ 1000

88.5 ± 6.7
193.5 ± 15.5

Table l. : Luninosity and nunber of events used for this analy-
sis
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Flgure 13. Hat dtaplay of a hadronic event

Hadronic Event Selection

7. l HADRÖN SELECTIOK EFFICIENCY

In order to evaluate the overall hadronic event selection efficien-
cy Chtd and the number of produced resonance decays, lionte
Carlo events were generated according to the following channels:

T(2S) -»T3?, -»7 + hadrons

T(2S) -» 3 gluons -» hadrona

T(1S) •* 3 gluons -» hadrons

T(1S) -* qq -* hadrons

where all known branching ratlos and crosi sections for the res-
onances and continuum are incorporated. The 3-gluon decay was
modelled by an improved version of the LUND-model /SJÖS84/.
Hadronic äs well äs electromagnetic interactions between the
final state particles and the detector material are simulated by
the High-Energy-Transporl Code (HETC) /GABR81/ and the
Electron-Gamma-Shower program (EGS) /FORD78/.

The hadrön selection efficiency for the decays of the T(2S) was
determined to be ebkd = 86 ± 7 %.

7.2 NUMBER OF RESONANCE DECAYS

The number of produced hadronic events from the resonances
NTM i» obtained by taking the found number of events Nh»d, nib-
tracting the number of continuum events and correcting this
number for the above selection efficiency CM. The number of
continuum events is calculated from the data taken in the near-
by continuum (9.96 GeV). Nooat is scaled to the füll resonance
sample using the cross sections for hadrön production at the dif-
ferent beam energies £„., £«»1 and the different
Large-angle-Bhabha luminosities (LAB)Mai,(IAB)n.. The final
number of resonance decays is then calculated using the
formula :

N«, = N
(ÜB) ,„£*

-)
(16)
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The numbers used for this analysis can be found in table 1.

7.3 RESONANCE SCAN

Another application for the hadron selection program fs to scan
the resonance peaks carefully before each major data taking
period to be sure that one is measuring at the beam energy
which corresponds to the peak of the resonance and therefore to
the best ratio of resonance to continuum production. For this
purpose the R value was calculated using Eq.(7) • The 'visible' R is
not corrected for the hadron selection efficiency. Typical meas-
ured values of R»mw. axe plotted for the T(2S) and T(1S)
resonances äs a function of the DORIS c.m.s. energy in
Figure 11.

During the run the stability of the R value is monitored and can
be seen in Figure 14 where this value is plotted against the run
number which can also be interpreted äs a Urne scale.

R visible

12.0

8.0

4.0

0.0
7500 9000 10500 12000 13500

Run Number
Figure 14. The uncorrected R value äs a function of the run

number. 5 runs are always combined
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The observed small fluctuations in R probably indicate that the
beam energy of DORIS n was not always exactly at the value cor-
responding to the peak of the T(2S) resonance.
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6.0 PHOTON SEIJICTION

One of the main goals of the data taklng at DESY was to find
monochromatic photon llnes corresponding to transitlons
between different bE states äs indlcated In the level scheme in
Figure l on page 3. In order to select clean photons in a compll-
cated hadronic environment, one has to apply certain cuts. The
idea is to remove any particle from the spectrum which is not
neutral.is too close to another one, reconstructs with another
photon to a TT° or does not satisfy the typical shape of a photon
shower. In the end there should only be photons clearly sepa-
rated from any other energy deposition to give the best possible
energy resolution. The cuts which lead to the final inclusive
photon spectrum will be described in the following.

A photon candidate has to fulfil the following criteria :

1. No charged track should point to the connected region which
makes up the cluster in question. The Charge probability (äs
defined in 'Tagging") for the connected region should be less
than2%-

Hadronic interactions sometimes produce showers which are
far from their original entry point in the ball and from a
possible charged track in the tube chambers. Therefore all
crystals in a connected region which could contribute to the
shower are checked if they have a charged track pointing
towards them.

One can see from Figure 15 which shows the spectrum before
and after the cut and the rejected part that the peaking of
the spectrum around 210 MeV which corresponds to mini-
mum ionizing particles is sharply reduced.

All plots of -y-spectra are plotted on a logarithmic energy
scale to take into account the E3/* dependence of the resol-
ution. The binning is always A(m(E))=3 % for an energy E (in
MeV).

Transmission Bradtncy of Cot

0.0

10000

Figure 15. Spectrum before and after the first cut (neutral
requirement). On top (left) is always the
spectrum before the cut,shaded is the rejected
part and the second line with the error bars
corresponds to the spectrum after the cut.The
plot on the right shows the transmission
efficiency (number of particles per energy bin
surviving the cut divided by the number before
the cut). All plots have a logarithmic energy
scale with a binning of A(ln(E)) * 3 %,

2. The candidate has to be in the limited solid angle which is
covered by all 3 chambers.i.e. lcos(6)l < 0.75. From Figure 16
it can be seen that outside the coverage of the outer cham-
ber the number of neutral particles starts to increase
because some of the charged tracks could not be correctly
identified äs being charged by the inner 2 chambers by
themselves.

The spectrum before and after the cut is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 16. cos(6)-distribution for neutral particles with
the cuts Indicated at ± 0.75

«HieUney of «ut_

Figure 17. Spectrum before and after cos (6) cut
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3 The pboton candidates bave to pass a pattern cut to ensure
tbat showers bave a certain shape which is compatible with
that of a photon. (For a graphical comparision o( the typical
shower deposition patterns by looking at enlarged parts of a
flat display for pbotons and the particle types described in
the following see Figure 18). The main purpose of the pat-
tern cut is to reject:

Minimum ionizing particles which were not recognized by
the tube chambers (punchthrough) whicb typically
deposit their energy in l or 2 crystals (Figure 18a);

Interacting hadrons. They have broad and very irregulär
shower deposition patterns (Figure 18b);

0

Figure IB. Typical shower deposition patterns äs
described in the tert in comparision with ft
photon (d). Indicated are the 13 modules which
determine the energy.
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Overlapping photon showers (e.g, from 2 merged photons
resulting from a n° decay) (Figure löc).

Pattern cuts compare the ratio of energies in different parts
of Lhe shower. El ia the energy of the bump module, £4 and
E13 are summations of energies äs can be see from Figure 9.
In this analysis cuts on E1/E4 and E4/E13 are used. These
cuts separate minimum ionizing particles from photons aa
ont- can see in Figure 20 which shows a comparision of these
variables for muon pairs. produced in the QED reaction
e*e~—>/«*/** and Monte Carlo generated photons with the
cuts indicated. For minimum ionizing particles the ratlos
are very close to l while for photons which typically spread
over 13 crystals the ratlos are lower.

Une can see from the rejected spectrum and the trans-
rnission efficiency (Figure 19) that a lot of low energy parti-
cles are removed which correspond to badronic interacting
particles or at least parts of them found äs a separate bump.
Some more particles in the region around 210 MeV are
rejected and also a lot around E=1000 MeV (l n (E) * 7) corre-
sponding mainly to merged photons from a tr°.

TrmtmlMlon BfflciMicy of Cut

M/113

m&x'/---:

n/M
Figure 20. Pattern cut used to reject punchthrough. The

lower plot shows ji-pair events.the upper plot
Monte Carlo generated photons.The used cuts
are indicated äs lines.

Ö.S 7.0 a5 ZA
in (7-Bneru (MeV))

Figure 19. Spectrum before and after pattern cut
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4. The next Mt of cuts tries to iaolate the pboton in queation
from other particlea and remove ahöwers which could be
caused by hadronic interactions or 2 merged photons from a
TT* by requiring :

There should be no other particle withio 30 *.

In addition there should be only one bump in a connected
region.

The ratio of the E13-energy and the energy in the connected
region should be larger than 1.

One only wants to have showers which do not extend too far
outside the 13 (12) modules which are used to determlne the
energy. This agäin is a pattern cut but here it removes clus-
ters which are too wide spread and therefore incompatible
with the shape of electromagnetic showers.

After these cuts one can see (Figure 21) that a lot of the
y-candidates are removed which have energies greater than
600 MeV corresponding mainly to partly merged photons
resultlng from a fl°-decay.

tmuaoMan. tttMaaej ot cot

0.9

8600

1000

&S ZA4.08.5 7.0
bt0taV))

Figure 31. Spectrum before and after Separation cut
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5. The last cut removes photons which can be explatned äs the
partner of another pboton (defined by the above cuts) from
the decay of a n°.

A search algorithm calculatea the invariant mass of each
possible pair of photon candidatea using the directions,
energies and their errors. A fit is made to a n* mass hypoth-
esis and a x* probability from the fit is calculated. All pairs
surviving the x*-cut are then uaed in a search which finds
the maximum number of pairs (configuration) in the event
using each photon at most once. The configuration is
accepted if the confidence level based upon the total x* of
the pairs is greater than a minlmum value. As can be seen
from the invariant mass distributions of 2 photons in
Figure 22 before and after ir*-subtraction, this algorithm
also removes combinations of photons which did not actually
belong to a n° decay so that there is also some loss in the
inclusive y Signals due to wrong combinations.

Number of CombinatkmiKumbvr of Combinctiotu

17000

12000

7000

2000

so

Figure 22. Invariant mass spectrum of 2 photons before
(left) and after (right) n°-subtraction
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The reduction of the photons in the spectrum by the
7r°-subtraction is shown in Figure 23.

TruumiMtoD Efüctency of Cut

0.9
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5.5 7.0 aö ZA
tn (7-ln*rg7 ("«V»

4.05.5 7.0
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Figure 23. Spectrum before and after n°-subtraction

8.5
0*«V))

9.0 FINAL INCLUSIVE T-SPECTRUM

One can aee how after succeaive cuts 3 lines start to ahow up
(Figure 25) in the region 100 - 166 lleV and another one around
420MeV.

The final apectrum after all cuts is shown again with an enlarged
scale in Figure 24.

Number of y
4500

1500

50 100500 1000

7-Encrgy (MeV)

Figure 24. Inclusive y-apectrum after all cuts

In order to extract the means.amplitudea and significances of the
lines from the spectrum a fit was perfonned. This can be made
in 2 different ways :

One fits only a small portion of the whole apectrum in the
energy ränge around the signal in quettion (local' fit) äs can
be seen in Figure 26 before and after background sub-
traction. The same fit is done for a spectrum plotted on a
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Figure 25. Inclusive photon spcctrum after successive
cuts. The plots correspond to the spectra
before any cut (upper left) and alter successive
cuts from left to right and from top to bottom
following the order in the previous chapter.
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linear energy scale (same figure). This is roodelled by a
smooth background of Legendre polynomials with 3 gaussian
line shapes for the 3 lines in the region of 100 - 165 MeV. Due
to the closeness of the line around 160 MeV to the
punchthrough region the result of this method is very much
dependent on the fit window used.

Hunlwr et 7Itambw at r

H147

Figure 26. Local fit to the inclusive y-spectrum before
(top) and after background subtraction
(bottom).The right spectrum is plotted on a
logarithmic.the left one on a linear energy scale.
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The results of the local fit can be found in table 2 for the
spectrum plotted on a linear and the one on a logarithmic
energy scale.

Linear Energy Scale
(MeV)

107.4 ± 0.9
127.0 ± 0.8
157.8 ± 1.9

Logaritlnic Energy Scale
(**)

107.9 ± 0.8
127.1 t 0.8
158.5 ± 1.9

Table 2. : Results for the local fit plotted on a linear and a
logaritlmic energy scale.

This method was used only to check the second method which is
to

perform a 'global' fit to the whole spectrum which necessar-
ily requires a detailed model of the background taking into
account contributions from misidentified charged particles
and the broad photon background.

This method was used to find the final values for the energies
and branching ratlos for the seen lines and will be described in
more detail in the following.

The spectrum was fitted from 55 - 670 MeV using the sum of the
following terms:

1. A smooth fourth order Legendre polynomial series represent-
ing the photon background.

2. A charged particle spectrum with variable amplitude to take
into account the remaining 'punchthrough' of charged porti-
cles. This spectrum is obtained by taking genuine charged
particles äs defined by the three tracking chambers and
applying the same cuts äs in the photon selection.

3. Three Gaussian distributions with their widths fixed to the
known energy resolution of tr(E)/E = 2.7 % / *VF(E in GeV)
to describe the Signals in the 100-165 MeV region. 1t is
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assumed that the detector's resolution entlrely dominates
the natural line shape of these lines so that they can be
described by a gaussian.

4. Two gaussian distributions to describe the Doppier broadened
lines around 420 MeV, at energies fixed by the two lower
energy lines and the known T(2S)- T(1S) mass difference of
563.1 ±0.4 MeV.

This is the mass difference of the weighted averages of the T(2S)
and T(1S) mass äs can be seen in table 3 where the masses of
precision measurements are given.

Storage ring

VEPP-4 /ARTA82/
VEPP-̂ /ARTA84/
DORIS II /BARB84/
CESR /MACKB4/

T(1S)

9459. 7±0. 6
0460. 6±0. 4

9460. Oll. 3

T(2S)

10023. 6±0. 5
10023.1 ±0.4

Table 3. : Masses for the T (IS) andT(2S) resonance

It is assumed that the structures around 106,128 and 158 MeV are
due to the transitions T(2S)-»7lsP8, l*Pt and l"Po respectively and
that the line around 420 MeV is only due to l^^^yTflS) decays.
The model dependence for the secondary lines has no influence
on the measurement for the low energy lines. Only two daughter
lines are included in the fit äs the ^o state is expected to have a
small *Po'-> ?T(1S) branching ratio /NOVI78/. This is indeed
shown in studies of the exclusive channel T(2S) -» •yyT(lS) -+yyl+\~
by CUSB /PAUS83/ and the Crystal Ball/BROC84/ by the absence
of a third line corresponding to that transition. The Doppier
shift in the secondary lines is also included.

The fit determines the following parameters:

1. the peak energies of the three low energy linea,

2. the amplitudes of all lines.

3. the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial series,
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4. the amplitude of the residual charged particle background.

The result of a fit to the inclusive photon tpectrum is shown in
Figure 27.

The quality of the fit is good, having a x" per degree of freedom
(7l d.o.f.) of 1.05. The percentage for the charged particle back-
ground of 3.35 ±0.79 % agrees with the method described later on
in "Another Method to deternüne the Punchthrough" of 2.64 ±
0.75 %.

The results for the global fit are listed ta table 4 where only the
statistical error is given together with the significances of the
lines taken from tbe number of photons in the peaks.

The systematic errors are discussed in "Systematic Error on the
Energies."

Energy (UeV)

10B.O ± 0.7
127.5 ± 0.7
158. 7 ± 1.6

Significance

8.3 s.d.
10.4 s.d.
5.5 s.d.

Table 4. : Results for the global fit and the signtficances of
the lines in Standard deviations taken froB the »eas-
ured aaplitudes.
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Number of y

100 NO .
7-Energy (MeV)

Figure 27. Fit to spectrum before(top) and alter
background subtraction (bottom).The dotted
line in the upper plot represents the smooth
polynomial background. The charged particle
'punchthrough' background is given by the
difference between the dashed and the dotted
line. hi the lower figure these backgrounds have
been subtracted.
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9. l ENERGY CORRECT10NS

The n°-search algorithm (see "Photon Selection") determines the
fr°- and Tj-masses from their decay into Z photons. 1t was found
that the 2 masses are Iower Ihan their established values
/PART84/ by 1.9 and 3.3 % resfectively This cen be corrected by
using an energy correction äs explained below.

The n°-mass is found by fitling the curve resultlng from all
photon-pboton combinations which are used to find n°'s äs can
be seen from Figure 22 with a gaussian line shape over a smooth
background of Legendre polynomials (Figure 28) The Tr°-mass
was determined to be 132.53±0.14 MeV.

Hmnb«r of ConbüMtlmiB

-«00

t» aas
hnwtaot HM (M*V)

000 TOS

bnwtaat Mw

Figure 28. Fit to w°(left)- and f)-mass(right) before (top)
and after background subtraction
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The TJ-signal is buried ander a combinatoric background caused
by incorrect pairings of fr°-photons. To determine the Jj-mass all
combinations of photons where at least one of them had already
been used in the reconstruction of a n° were removed. One can
see an q-peak (Figure 28) which was fitted in the same way äs
the n°-mass. The q-mass was determined to be 531.18±2.17 MeV.

One should note that for the determination of the invariant
masses not only tbe errors in the energy scale are important but
also the errors in measuring the photon directions.

It was also noticed in the global fit to the inclusive photon spec-
trum that by varying the mass difference for the T(3S)-T(1S) .the
quality of the fit could be improved äs can be seen by plotting
the x* distribution versus the mass difference in Figure 29.

79.0

77.0

75.0

73.0

71.0

545.00 548.75 652.50 556.25

Mass Difference (UeV)

560.00

Figure 29. ^"Distribution for the mass difference
T(2S)-T(1S)

The ^-distribution suggests a value of 561.5 ± S.5 MeV which is
2.1 % low compared to the experimental measurements (table 3).
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9.1.1 Energy Correction for Exclusive Channels

An empirical energy correction was appüed for the exclusive
transition :

T(2S)-»r7l*l~. leptons from the decay of the T(1S)

such that the mass diflerence T(2S)-T(1S) corresponded to the
established value /PART84/

The correction is of the form :

Eoorr«ctod —(17)

with a being a constant to be determined. This form of cor-
rection is used äs it takes into account the logarithmic shower
dependence and the fact that at the beam energy the correction
must be 0 äs Bhabhas are used for energy calibration.

This correction was then used to check the n°-mass in the tran-
sition

T(2S)-nT°n°l+l--» r/77 I+1~- "here the leptons define the decay of
the T(1S).

The tr°-mass was found to agree /BROCB4/ with the established
value. The correction factor a found in this way is very depend-
ent on the cuts used and is only valid for very clean photons.e.g.
the final photons in the inclusive analysis or exclusive low multi-
plicity events.

9.1.2 Energy Correction Jpr tbe Inclusive -y Analysis

After this success for the above mentioned exclusive channels
one also tried to use the correction for the inclusive photon
analysis. But using the same constant determined by the exclu-
sive analyses the masses of n° and rj came out far too high.

In the inclusive photon analysis one noticed that by merging
photons into hadronic events of the T(1S) and T(2S) to determine
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the detection efficiency (see "Photon Detection Efficiency") the
energy always came out higher by a mean value of 3.5 MeV once
they were merged into a real event. This might be explained by
hadronic debris in the event which added to the merged photon
energy. The energy correction takes this into account and sub-
tracts 3.5 MeV from the photon energy before applying the cor-
rection äs mentioned above. The constant o was then
determined by adjusting the n°-mass. The found value is
a=00142 which agrees well with the value determined for the
correction for the exclusive channels mentioned above. In the
following table the values for the TT°- and ij-masses äs well äs the'
mass difference T(2S)-T(1S) are given before and after energy
correction. The n°-mass has the desired value while the r] comes
out somewhat too low and the mass difference T(2S)-T(1S) a bit
too high.

Wass (MeV)
/PART84/

n°(!34.96)
rj (548.8)

M(T'-M(T):(563.3)

Energy (MeV)
before correction

132.53 ± 0.14
531.2 ± 2.2
551.5 ± 5.5

Energy (MeV)
after correction

134.96 ± 0.15
545.9 ± 2.4
565.8 ± 5.5

Table 5. : Hasses before and after energy correction

Using these corrections for the energies äs determined by the
global fit one obtains the following results :

Energy (MeV)

110.6 i 0.8
130.9 ± 0.6
163.3 ± 1.5

Table 6. : Results for the global fit after energy correction

The error is statistical only. The systematic uncertainties are
discussed in "Systematic Error on the Energies."
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9.2 BRANCHING RATIOS

In order to calculate branching ratlos from the observed Signal
amplitudes N,, one has to know the number of produced T(2S)
resonance decays NM, äs given in table l and the photon
detaction efficiency e,. The branching ratio B is then calculated
by using the following formula :

(18)

9.2.1.

The Crystal Ball detector has a photon detection effiency for a
single photon in the ball of nearly 100 %. The overlap with other
particles.conversion in the beam pipe and the tube chambers or
misidentification äs a charged particle considerably reduce the
possibility to detect a photon.

The photon selection program itself is the major factor in reduc-
ing the detection efficiency. After all cuts described above only
15 - 20 % of the photons remain (for photons erenly distributed
over the füll solid angle) slightly dependent on the energy of the
7

The total photon detection efficiency is given by

where cme takes into account all photon selection criteria.

(19)

The efficiency ef, gives the probability to observe a final state
configuration consisting of hadrons and the monochromatic
photon line This number is found to be 90 ± 7 % using the same
lionte Carlo models äs used for the determination of the hadron
selection efficiency (see "Hadron Selection Efficiency").

CCMY is the conversion probability of photons into an electron
podtron pair in the roaterial which is in front of the outer layer
of the tube chambers. This number was calculated from the
thickness (in radiation lengtbs) of the beam pipe and the first 2
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layers of tubes äs explained in "Tube chambers" and is 4.6 ±
0.4 %.

c.ni reflects the change in the detection efficiency due to the
angular distribution of the photons depending on the spins of the
^j states.

If one assigns angular momenta to the 3 low energy llnes and
uses the calculated angular distributions /BROW76/ for the dif-
ferent lines instead of flat ones.one has to correct the ampli-
tudes by the factors in table 7 (within the limited solid angle of
IcosÖl < .75 used in this analysis).

Transition

T(2S) - 73P0

T(2S) -» 73Pi

T(2S) •* 73Pe

Angular

W(9) «

w(e) <
w(e) <

Distribution

1 + cos89
1 - 1/3 cose9
1 + 1/13 cosz9

Correction Factor

0.891
1.054
0.989

Table 7. : Correction factors for angular distributions

9.3.1.1 Determination of the Photon Selection Efficiency

The method to calculate the photon selection efficiency e,,» is
not totally based on Monte Carlo calculations but on a mixture of
Monte Carlo and real events.

Monochromatic photons were generated by the EGS Honte Carlo
code /FORD78/ in the energy ränge of 90 - 500 MeV and propa-
gated through the Crystal Ball geometry not simulating the tube
chambers. The energy of one of these photons is then added to a
real T(1S) event. This merged event is analyzed by the pro-
duction Software and later on by the photon selection program.
One uses the assumption that the decays of l^j states and T(1S)
should be sufficiently similar and that the recoil of the photon
only has a small effect on the recoiling system that one does not
have to worry about the correct Simulation of such events. As
the T(3S) data taking was interspersed with T(1S) running one
can expect that machine, detector and chamber performances
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are simulated more realisUcally by this method than by creating
Monte Carlo events.

Fits were performed to the photon line added to the y-spectrum
to determine cmo by dividing the number of found Honte Carlo
photons by the number of originally merged 7 into the data sam-
ple.

The resulting emo are shown in Figure 30 for the succesive cuts.
The aystematic error was determined by merging lines into T(2S),
T(1S) and continuum events.

MC-Efficiency
0.400

0.325

0.250

0.175

0.100

•i

50.0 175.0 300.0 425.0

y-Energy (MeV)

550.0

Figure 30. The photon selection efflciency for succesive
cuts / corresponding to cuts 2,3,4,5 äs
mentioned in the text from top to bottom (only
atatistical errors are given)
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Combining all efficiencies eT is determined to be :

Energy Range

110 UeV
131 MeV
163 IfeV
430 HeV

Efficiency

13.6 ± 2.4
14.5 ± 2.6

, 12.2 ± 3.1
13.7 ± 2.1

Table 6.Efficiencies

9.2.2 Resulta

The branching ratlos for the 3 low energy lines are listed in
table 9 together with the product branching ratio for the sum
of two Doppier broadened lines (mean energy at 430 MeV).

Energy (MeV)

110
131
163
430

Branching ratio ( % )

5.9 ± 0.7
6.5 ± 0.6

- 3.7 ± 0.7
3.4 ± 0.7

Table 9. : Branching ratlos deterained from the global fit with
the statistical errors only
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10.0 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

So far only the statistical error was given for the energies and
branching ratlos of the observed lines. The systeraatic errors
which mainly come from the fitting procedure will be discussed
in the following sections.

10.1 SYSTEMATIC ERROR ON THE ENERGIES

In order to determine the systematic error on the energy, the
same fit äs done for the final spectrum was performed after each
successive step of the photon selection. The results can be seen
in Figure 31. The Variation of tbe energies was used to estimate
the effect of the cuts on the energy and the size of the systemat-
ic error. One can conclude that the energies of the lines do not
depend on the used cuts to extract them because there are no
large fluctuations.

Energy (MeV)
180.0

160.0

140.0

120.0

100.0

Different Cuts

Figure 31. Energy dependence of the lines for the different
cuts corresponding to cuts 2,3,4 and 5 of the
photon selection from left to right
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Another important parameter for the fit is the number of
charged particles in the final spectrum. The dependence of the
systematic error for the energies on this variable ia found by
varying the content of punchthrough in the global fit to the
inclusive photon spectrum. Compared are the ratlos of energies
which were determined by the global fit and the energies found
with a fixed amount of punchthrough and can be seen in
Figure 32. For the energies the introduced errors by using a
wrong number for the punchthrough are negligible.

Ratio of Energies
1.02

1.01

1.00

0.99

0.98
2.000 2.635 3.250 3.875

% Punchthrough

4.500

Figure 32. Energy dependence for different amounts of
charged particles <O= 163 MeV, O = 131 UeV0=
110 MeV lines)

The uncertainty in the absolute energy scale is estimated to be l
MeV for the 3 low energy lines.
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A systematic error due to a Variation in the titting procedure
(e.g. a different fit window.different binning) amounts to l % of
the measured energies.

Combining all systematic errors the overall systematic error for
the energies is calculated to be 2.2,2.4 and 2.7 MeV for the lines at
110,131 and 163 MeV respectively.
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10.2 SYSTEMATIC ERROR ON THE BRANCHING RATIOS

The systematic error on the branching ratios is calculated with
the same methods used for the energies. The branching ratios
should be independent of the energy corrections. On the other
hand the charged particle background has a bigger influence on
the branching fractions than on the energies.especially for the
line around 163 MeV which is very dependent on the exact
amount of punchthrough äs shown below.

The first check was to perform the branching ratio calculations
for the different stages of the photon selection. The results are
shown in Figure 33.

Branching Ratio HO Uev Une (%) Branching Ratio 131 UeV Line (%)
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Figure 33. Branching ratios for the different stages of
selection corresponding to cuts 8,3,4 and 5 of
the photon selection from left to right.
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One can *ee that the results for the different cuts agree withln
the errors.

The other check was to vary the punchthrough and determine
the resulting branching ratlos äs can be seen in Figure 34 where
the branching ratio found for a flxed amount of punchthrough is
divided by the number found by the global fit.

Ratio o/ Branching Ratlos
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Figure 34.

2.625 3.850 3.875

% Punchthrough
4.500

Variation of the branching ratlos with respect to
punchthrough (O- 163 MeV.D= 131 MeV,O= 110
MeV lines)

One can see that the line around 163 Mev has by far the largest
fluctuatlon äs expected by the closeness to the punchthrough
region.

Combining these errors with the systematic errors for the photon
detection efficiency.the number of resonance decays and errors
introduced by the fitting procedure. the .systematic errors for
the branching ratlos are found to be 1.0 %,l.Z % and 0.9 % for the
line« at 110,131 and 163 MeV respecttvely.
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11.0 CHECKS

11.1 TQS)-SPECTRUM

The same program used to extract the lines in the T(2S) spec-
trum was also used on T(1S) data (see Figure 35).

Numbcr of y
1500

1000

500

'«i,

100.0500.0

7-Energy (MeV)

Figure 35. Inclusive photon spectrum from the T(1S)

No structure can be seen in the region of interest between 100
and 165 MeV and around 430 MeV. This shows that the lines in the
T(2S) spectrum are not created by some Software effect in the
data analysis rather than being physics.

A similar spectrum for the continuum suffers from low statistics
and is not shown here.
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11.2 BACKGROUND FROM THE TRANS1T10N T(i3S)—> ffV>T(lS)

Photons from the decay of TT^S reaulting from the transition
T(2S)—> jr°TT°T(lS) should have some influence on the inclusive
photon apectrum becauae roughly 9 % /BROC84/./FONS84/ of the
decays of the T(2S) reaonance ahould proceed through this chan-
nel to the T(1S). U a photon from the n° decay into Z y's cannot
be reconstructed.BUrvives the photon selection and ahowa up in
the inclusive •y-spectrum of the T(2S) this might create a
monochromatic line or other aignificant atructures which might
be mistaken to be the photon linea or the charged particle
punchthrough.

In order to determine the exact amount and energy distribution
of /s in the final inclusive T(2S) spectrum.two Monte Carlo iPs
were generated and merged into T(1S) decays to simulate the
total hadronic transition to the T(1S).

The irrr transition was modelled according to an invariant mass
distribution äs suggested by /YAN080/ and verified by various
experiments for the neutral and charged transition
/NICZ81/,/BROC64/,/MAGE81/, /FONS84/./MUEL81/,/BESS84/ and
/ALBR64/. The rr^s each decay into 2 photons which are simu-
lated to shower in the detector.

A rather characteristic peaking of the energy spectrura of
photona aurviving all cuts around 200 lieV can be seen in
Figure 36 but there are no monochromatic lines. If one sub-
tracts the correct amount of remnanta due to this transition
from the inclusive photon spectrum äs done in Figure 37, one
can see that this effect is negligible and that there is no appar-
ent structure which is added or caused by this transition.
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Figure 36. Photon spectrum due to the hadronic cascade
via n0-*0 in the final inclusive y-spectrum
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Figure 37. Photon spectrum with subtraction of
nV-transition ,shaded~subtracted spectrum.
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11.5 ANOTHER METHOD TO DETERMINE THE PUNCHTHROUGH

To check if the amount of eharged particles in the final
7-spectrum of the T(2S) found by the global fit was determined
correctly another method was applied. This was done by using a
sirong pattern cut which is especially suited to identify patterns
of minimum ionizing particles. It culs very hard on low energies
which makes it unsuitable for the inclusive analysis of the linea
around 100-165 MeV. Therefore this cut is only used lo determine
the punchthrough in the final spectrum around 210 MeV. If one
plots the transmission efficiency (number of particles per energy
bin surviving the cut divided by the number before the cut) for
eharged particles äs-a function of the shower energy.one can see
a strong dip at energies corresponding to minimum ionizing par-
ticles (Figure 38).

TnojDluton «fGciwcr

100 •

h W
Figure 38. The tr&nsmission efficiency for eharged

neutral particles (bottom) selected by
same cuts of the photon selection

and
the
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The same plot for photons should show a smooth curve. In the
real spectrum with eharged track contamination.one can still see
a small dip around 310 MeV. The magnitude of it is proportional
to the amount of eharged track contamination and can be meas-
ured in the following way :

One uses a series of plots where the transmission efficiency for
photons 1s plotted for varying amounts of eharged particles sub-
tracted in order to determine at which value one reaches a
smooth transmission curve which should correspond to the exact
amount of punchthrough in the final y-spectrum,

hi order to determine the amplitude of the peak these curves are
fitted by a single gaussian over a smooth polynomial background
äs one can see from Figure 39.

Transmiinion efficiency

l» l« *ublr*ct.«d

In (E) In (E)
Figure 39. The transmision efficiency for different amounts

öl background subtracted
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The results of the fita can bee seen in Figure 40 where the found
amplitudes are plotted aa a function of the charged particle con-
tent. The final number for the punchthrough is obtained by fit-
ting the different pointa by a straight line and detennining the
point where the amplitude is zero.

amplitude (arbitrary units)
50.0

25.0

0.0

-25.0

-50.0
-0.51.02.54.0 5.5

% punchthrough

Figure 40. Resulting amplitudes of charged particles

The resulting number for the punchthrough determined by this
method is 2.64 ± 0.75 % which is slightly lower but still compatible
with the number found in the global fit to the T(2S) inclusive
photon spectrum of 3.35 ± 0.85 X. The difference between these 2
numbers gives an estimate of the systematic error for the
punchthrough.
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12.0 FINAL RESULTS

The final numbers for the energies and branching ratlos obtained
from the inclusive photon spectrum of the hadronic decays from
the T(2S) are obtained to be :

Energy

110.6 ± 0.6 ± 2.2 MeV
130.9 ± 0.8 l 2.4 MeV
163.3 i 1.5 i 2.7 MeV

Table 10. : Results for the energies obtained in the global
fit after energy correction with statistical
(first) and systeiatic (second) error

Energ>' (MeV)

110
131
163
430

Branching ratio ( X )

5.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.0
6.5 ± 0.6 ± 1.2
3.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
3.4 ± 0.7 ± 0.5

Table 11. : Branching ratios deterained from the global fit
with the statistical (first) and systewtic (second)
error.

No other photon lines were. observed with statistical stgnificances
of more than 2.3 stand&rd deviations in the energy ränge 50 - 100
MeV giving upper lünits for branching ratios of 2.3 % (90 % c.l.)
nor in the ränge 450 - 650 giving upper limits of 0.7 % (90 % c.l.)
assuming flat angular distributions.
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12.1 COMPARISION WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS

In Üble 12 a comparision of the energies of photon lines
obtalned by the Crystal Ball and the experiments ARGUS (prelim-
inary) /SCHR84/, CLEO /HAAS84/. CU3B /KLOP63/ is given äs well
äs a weighted mean of the energies.

Experiment

es
CUSB
CLEO
ARGUS

Mean value

»P2

110.6 t 0.8 ± 2. 2
108.2 ± 0.3 ±2.0
109.5 ± 0.7 ± 1.0
109.0 ± 1.0 ± 1.0

109.4 ± 0.8

»Pi

130.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.4
188.1 ± 0.4 ± 3.0
129.0 ± 0.8 ± 1.0
129.8 ± O.B ± 1.0

129.8 ± 0.6

3Po

163.3 ± 1.5 ± 2.7
149.4 ± 0.7 ± 5.0
*158.0 ± 7.0 t 1.
•147.2 ± 1.4 ± 1.

159.4 ± 2.6

Table 12. : Energies fouid by 4 different experiaenta and an averaged
nean of all 4 neasurements.f* neans that the value is not used
for the average value)

In. table 13 th« branching ratlos for the 3 low energy lines äs
measured by 4 experiments in their inclusive photon spectra are
listed together with their weighted means.

Experiment

CB
CUSB
CLEO
ARGUS

Hean value

'P.

5.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.0
8.1 ± 1.4

10.2 ± 1.8 ± 2.1
8.9 ± 3.0 ± 1.2

6.7 ± 0.8

*?!

6.5 ± 0.6 ± 1.2
5.9 ± 1.4

8.0 ± 1.7 ± 1.6
8.8 ± 2.2 ± 1.0

8.8 ± O.B

3Po

3.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
3.5 ± 1.4

•4.4 ± 2.3 ± 0.9
*4.0 ± 1.8 ± 1.0

3.6 ±0.9

Table 13. : Branching ratlos found by 4 different experiments with sta-
tistical (first) and systeaatic (second) errors (* «ans that
tbe value is not used for the average value).

A graphical repreaentatlon of the results can be seen in
Figure 41,where the experimental energies are plotted with their
corresponding branching ratlos. The statisUcal and aystematic
errors are added in quadrature to give the plotted errors.
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One can see that within the experimental errors there is agree-
ment among the several analyses for the lines around 109 and
129 UeV but differences in the energy of the Une around 147-163
MeV. This might be due to the low significances of the lines found
by some of the experiments. The CLEO-collaboration reports a
significance of less than 2 Standard deviations stating that a
third line is not clearly implied by their data. The ARGUS-group
gives a significance of 2.2 Standard deviations with very small
errors. This value would dominate the averaging process for a
line around 149-163 UeV. Therefore these two measurements are
exciuded from the calculation of the mean energies and branch-
ing ratlos.

Branching Ratio
15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0
100-0 120.0 140.0 160.0

y-Energy (MeV)

180.0

Figure 41. Energies and branching ratlos for 4 different
experiments A - (Crystal Ball),«= (CLEO),*=
(ARGUS),»= (CUSB)
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For the secondary lines from the 'Pj states to the T(1S) onty the
CUSB- and Crystal Ball-collaborations give results whlcb are
summarized in table 14 :

Experiment

Crystal Ball
CUSB

Itean value

Branchlng ratio ( % )

3.4 ± 0.7 ± 0.5
4.0 ± 1.0
3.7 ± 0.7

Table 14. : Branching ratlos for the secondary lines

These results can be compared «ith tbe product branching ratlos
from the exclusive analyses

T(2S) -» 771+1- , leptons from T(1S)

by CUSB /PAUS83/ and Crystal Ball/BROC64/ where one has to
know the leptonic branching ratio of the T(1S) in order to calcu-
late the cascade branching fractions. The CUSB-value has been
reacaled to take a value for the leptonic branching ratio of 2.9 %
/PART84/ (instead of 2.8 % ) which is the value given for the
/*-pair branching ratio. This value is also used for the branching
fraction into e+e~ assuming lepton universality because of the
much smaller errors. The results in the following table should be
compared «ith the inclusive results and one can see good agree-
meiit among the measured values. *

Experiment

Crystal Ball
CUSB

Branching ratio(*)

4.2 ± 1.1
3.5 i 0.9

Table 15. : Branching ratios for the secondary lines for exclu-
sive cascade transitions.
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12.2 COMPAR1SION wTTH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

The most important questions in comparing experiment and the-
ory are :

What are the masses.the El-transition rates and spins of the *Pj
states. As pointed out in "'Pa.i.o States" the spins cannot be
determined from the inclusive photon analysis but the transition
rates and masses can be found.

Once these quantities are known one can find out which pred-
ictions and models fit the data best, Many models make pred-
ictions for the centre of gravity UM, of the *Pj states which ia
defined in Eq.(ll) . The centre of gravity is not very sensitive to
the exact knowledge of the energy of the 'Po stete because of the
low weight. As one can see from the following table most of the
newer predictions agree well with the measured value for the
centre of gravity if one assumes an uncertainty in the absolute
energy scale of about 10 MeV. The predictions by /EICH81/ and
/MCCL83/ give rather high values.

Author

Crystal Ball

/BUCHB2/

/BAND84/
/MOXHB3/
/CUPT82/

/KAHRBl/

/EICH81/
/KCCL83/

M(c.o.g-) (JteV)

9699.4 ± 3.0
9888.7

9891.0

9906.2
9897.7

9871.0

9904.7
9922.8

Table 16. : Iheoretical predictions for the centre of gravity
of the JPj states The c.o.g. for /BUCH82/ has been
rescaled by 27 IfeV to use the correct T(1S)
mass./GUPT82/ by 2 UeV.
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Predictions for the fine structure Splitting of the *Pj states are
fewer than for the centre of gravity. A variable parameterizing
the fine structure Splitting is

(20)
- ii(i»p0)

where U are the masses of the different spin states. The advan-
tage in using r is that most of the systematic errors cancel.

The systematic error on thö mass difference of two lines äs
measured in the inclusive photon spectrum can be estimated by
using the same methods äs for the energies of the lines but this
time the mass difference is plotted. The systematic error is cal-
culated to be 1.4 for the difference of the masses ^z-3?! and 1.8
MeV for the mass difference 'Pi-^o where the main contribution
comes from the different fitting methods. The systematrc error
coming from the energy corrections is quite small.

In the following table the values for the mass differences
MCPgi-MtPiXMfPjJ-l^Po) and r from Crystal Ball results and the-
oretical predictions are compared.

Author

Crystal Ball
/BUCH82/
/BAND84/
/MOXH83/
/CUPT82/
/KAHR81/
/EICH81/
/MCCL83/

M(P2)-y(Pi)

20.3 ± 1.8
31
27
11
17
12
26
22

M(Pi)-M(P0)

32.4 ± 2.5
41
35
26
25
24
25
49

r

0.63 ± 0.10
0.76
0.77

0.42
0.68
0,50
1,04

0.45

Table 17. : Theoretical predictions for the nasses of the 3Pj
states

One can see that it is not possible to distinguish between the dif-
ferent models by compartng the values for r which are in the
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ränge of 0.4 - O.B but the results disagree with higher predictions
lüce /EICH81/.

It can also be Seen that the value is far from r=2 (see "Potential
Models") which indicates that one has to use tensor forces in
order to describe the fine structure Splitting of the l^j states.

Even fewer predictions can be found for the El-transition rates
to reach the l*Pj states from the T(2S). In table 16 the branch-
ing ratlos predicted by theory and measured by the Crystal Ball
are compared, The errors given for the theoretical predictions
are only due to the uncertainty in the total width of the T(2S)
which is taten to be 29.6 ± 4.7 keV /PART84/.

Author

Crystal Ball
/BUCH82/
/KAHR81/
/HOXH83/*
/1ICCL83/*

B ( 3Pa)

5.9 ± 1.2
7-4 ± 1.2
5.4 ± 0.9
7.8 ± 1.2
7.4 ± 1.2

B ( aPi)

6.5 ± 1.3
9.1 ± 1.4
3.6 ± 0.6
7.4 ± 1.2
6.7 ± 1.1

B ( »Po )

3.7 ± 1.1
6.6 ± 1.1
1.9 ± 0.3
4.1 ± 0.7
3.1 ± 0.5

Table 18. : Predicted branching ratlos ( in % ) in comparision
with the Crystal Ball result. * meeais that the used
energies for the predictions are the experioental ones
fron 4 experiments äs given in table 12.

The experimentally found values are in agreement with most of
the theoretical predictions so that one cannot distinguish
between the different approaches for the potentials by means of
the branching ratios.either.
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130 CONCLUSIONS

Four well resolved lines are observed in the inclusive photon
spectnun from hadronic decays of the T(2S). A coherent picture
is obtained when these lines are interpreted äs resulting from
El-transätions T(2S) -» y *P*i* and *Pn.i -* ?T(1S). By clearly
resolving all three low energy lines and observing the photon line
around 163 MeV with a large statistical significance a complete
measurement of the f ine Splitting of the l*P8,i* stetes of the T bB
System has been made.

No evidence for lines other than the above roentioned was found-
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